The Original of Lisbon
coffee places since 1940

The ARCALO® Gonçalo chair is more than a chair…
it captures everything that is great about the Lisbon lifestyle,
cafés, traditions and culture. You see it on every corner of Lisbon,
in all outside spaces, on coffee terraces, around the famous kiosks
on the squares, or at the famous ‘miradouro’ viewpoints.
It is so famous that it has been copied a lot recently,
but only Arcalo does produce the original design and the factory
still works with the same tube-bending machines that shaped
the first such chairs back in the 1940th.
Today the Gonçalo chair has been granted a place in Lisbon’s
Museum of Design and Fashion (MUDE), a symbol of Portuguese culture.
What makes this chair match so well with Lisbon?
Its simplicity, authenticity and elegance.
The chair is made out of only 2 interconnected tubes and it offers
that inviting comfort that made you take all these cafés and “galão”
(famous milk coffee) when you visited Lisbon.
Sitting in the chair will help you remember this Lisbon flair.
Not only Lisbon lovers, but also architects, designers, retailers,
snack bars, cafés, bars, hotels and restaurants:
Everybody falls in love with the ARCALO® chairs!
Because of its original design and elegant round shapes,
its wide and trendy colours, as well as its practical
(stackable, easy to clean) and durable
(anti-corrosion treatments and UV-resistant) aspects.

100% MADE IN PORTUGAL

THIS IS
THE ARCALO®
WORLD

SOME REFERENCES The iconic chair, which dates back to the 40’s, has now found its
home in places as far afield as at the EXPO 98 outdoor esplanade, Café Brasileira in
the Lisbon Chiado, the terraces of the Centro Cultural de Belém (CCB Lisbon), the Lisbon
kiosks, the Lisbon Museum of Design and Fashion (MUDE), the bakery Eric Kayser terrace
(Lisbon), Lisbonne Collection (prestigious property rentals), Casa da música (Porto), the
terrace of the Opera in Paris, Oh Julia Restaurant in Mannheim (Germany), Roberto Murgia
architect (Milano)…

ORIGINAL

PLAIN PLYWOOD SEAT

PINE SLATS SEAT

STEEL QUALITY
For Indoor or outdoor use
Anti-corrosion protection
UV resistant finishing
The chairs come with a sophisticated anti-corrosion
treatment that makes them outdoor proof…
However, we recommend keeping the chairs sheltered
in the warmth when it’s cold and rainy outside.

LET’S CHOOSE
YOUR MODEL
ORIGINAL KID

PLAIN PLYWOOD SEAT KID

STAINLESS STEEL QUALITY
Made for all year outdoor use
Zero corrosion
UV resistant finishing
Full weather protection
We recommend the stainless version for professional use,
perfect for restaurant & café terraces, patios, beer garden,
snack bars, Hotels and catering industry...

3 TYPES OF SEAT
CHAISE LONGUE

ORIGINAL CORK SEAT

UV
RESISTANT

ANTI
CORROSION

STOOL

STACKABLE

Back height 72 cm • Depth back 48 cm • Width armrests 52 cm • Seat height 45 cm
6 Kg • 100% polyester powder coating finish
You can also combine the Arcalo chairs with a range of practical round or square tables
(60 or 70 cm)

Plain metal
Plain plywood (light or dark)
Pine slats (light or dark)

THE ARCALO® COLORS

LATEST
PRODUCTS
TO FALL
IN LOVE WITH

TRADITIONAL & TRENDY

TEJO PALE GREEN
RAL 6021

JACARANDA LILAC
RAL 4005

SINTRA MOSS GREEN
RAL 6005

CALÇADA GREY
RAL 7011

AREIA CREAM
RAL 1015

ARCALO RED
RAL 3003

AZULEJO BLUE
RAL 5010

WHITE

BLACK

ALGARVE ORANGE
RAL 2004

ELÉTRICO 28 YELLOW
RAL 1023

THE CUSHION LINE
INSPIRED BY THE SUNNY LISBON FLAIR
The cushion takes the shape of the seat
Magnet system on the back

CHIC
& COMFORTABLE

NEW BLUE SEA STRIPES

NEW ICE CREAM

NEW COMPORTA

NEW AZULEJOS

NEW FLAMINGO

NEW PALM TREE
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GARDEN CHAIR

Arcalo® is re-edited an old
historical and traditional
model with a new fresh
and modern style look.

ROCKING CHAIR

The rocking chair is a new
creation mixing style,
tradition and trendiness.
You can easily use it for
an indoor cocooning
option or for an outdoor
more playful option.

NEW MODELS
2019

CHAISE LONGUE
PINE SLATS SEAT

This elegant, compact
and design chaise longue
is perfect for any outdoor
style. The pine slats seat
makes the chaise longue
even more cosy and warm.

LA VIE EST BELLE CHAIR

This special limited edition
«La vie est belle» is an
exclusivity by Pois Selection
for indoor or outdoor use.
Customize the backrest of
your chair with our laser-cut
solution.

NEW CUSTOM-MADE CHAIRS In addition to our catalogue, Pois Selection offers you to
customize your chairs with your logo (brand, hotel, restaurant or café’s name), a sentence
of your choice like our special edition «La vie est belle» (only available by Pois Selection),
the name of your beloved ones or other customized wishes and specific requests.
Let’s enjoy our new custom-made service and get your unique chair!

OUR CLIENTS’
INSPIRATIONS
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You are a restaurant, café or bar owner, an international brand, a shop
or concept store, an architect, designer, decorator or landscape designer...
Pois Selection team will assist you in your project and furniture choice.
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1. Oh Julia - Mannheim, Germany
2. Oh Julia - Stuttgart, Germany
3. Azar Architecture - Lisbon, Portugal
4. Urban designer terrace project - Paris, France
5. Lisbonne collection rentals appartments - Lisbon, Portugal
6. Maison Jeanne concept store - Lisbon, Portugal

ARCALO®
BY POIS SELECTION
WE ARE THE OFFICIAL DISTRIBUTOR
IN FRANCE AND GERMANY
Caroline FILOU HEUKAMP
Lisbon Showroom
Travessa de Campo de Ourique 39
1350-050 Lisbon, Portugal
+351 91 813 88 34
info@poisselection.com

www.poisselection.com

